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ABSTRACT This paper is about the pragmatic makings of identity and personhood in a Boston shelterfor people considered
homeless and mentally ill. Drawing upon the philosophical writings of Amelie Rorty, it examines the ways in which the words
and actions of shelter residents and staff effected certain discourses of selfhood and personhood. In the course of their everyday engagements with staff and others, residents took theform
of, or were quietly depicted as, variably constituted "characters," "individuals," 'figures," "persons," or "selves." Differentials of power were crucial to such dialogic constructions, for
many of the residents' presentations of self developed in rhetorical, tactical response to the dominant imageries advanced by
others.
"people considered homeless and mentally ill" in the
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often unquestioned phrase, "homeless mentally ill," I use "people considered homeless and mentally ill" to underscore the
subtle but powerful ways that people acquire particular identities and their actions, certain meanings. I aim here to launch a specific kind
of inquiry, one that begins with a consideration of a few of the themes that
marked the life of Alice Weldman, a highly intelligent and deeply religious
white woman in her late thirties, whom I came to know in the early 1990s
while conducting ethnographic fieldwork in the homeless shelter in Boston
where she was staying. Such a consideration and the inquiry it launches will
contribute to the understanding that our lives, the forms of personhood that
we engage in and the identities that we abide by, are not simply culturally and
historically constituted, as a great deal of literature now suggests. They are
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intensely pragmatic and political in their makings. The makings of selfhood
and personhood are highly pragmatic, in that human (inter)actions, utterances, and responses can effect, for oneself or for others, and with conscious
intention or not, particular understandings or representations of an individual's life, world, or presence of being in either momentary or durable ways.1
They are political because such actions and the diffuse understandings they
effect are commonly rooted in relations of differentialpowers and authorities.
The shelter was set up by the Massachusetts Department of Mental
Health in early 1981 to provide temporary housing for persons understood
to be troubled by mental illness.2 To gain a bed, one had to be considered
both homeless and mentally ill, which meant carrying a diagnosis of
"schizophrenia," "bipolar disorder," or the like. Newcomers to the shelter
would arrive from a local hospital, another shelter, or the streets to sleep
on one of 52 cots set up in the gym of a mental health center that occupied
one-third of a vast State Service Center. Those staying in the shelter were
predominantly white (roughly a third were African American, Asian
American, or Latino), from the Boston area, and from lower-class or lowermiddle-class families. Some stayed in the shelter for a few weeks, while a
handful had been there for over five years. People typically left when they
found a more permanent place to live, returned to a psychiatric hospital,
hit the street, looked for a better life outside of Boston, or got kicked out
because of infractions of the shelter's rules concerning drugs or theft. During the time that they stayed in the shelter, residents had to obey the
orders and heed the advice of the shelter's staff members. The staff, in
trying to help residents locate more permanent housing and live more
healthy lives, advanced a therapeutic agenda that encouraged their
"guests" to act and think in terms of self-industry, responsibility, sociability, and independence.
During the several months that she stayed in the shelter, Alice spent
much of her time by herself, reading the Bible or, when she was not doing
so well, sitting curled up in a corner, nodding her head repetitively. As we
often talked informally with each other during the months that I was conducting fieldwork in the shelter, I learned something of her life. Born and
raised in a Boston suburb, Alice had worked for a while as a secretary after
finishing high school. She could not stand hearing about the "infidelities"
of her coworkers, however, and quit a few years later. She said she had a
"nervous breakdown" in her early twenties that stemmed from her parents's treatment of her and the physical and psychological abuse she suffered in life. Sometime later she had a child, which the state, deeming
Alice an unfit mother, took away in the early 1980s. Since then she has
considered herself "estranged from society," living principally on the
streets, in shelters, or in local psychiatric hospitals. "I lived on the street
for 15 years," she told me.
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I was happy on the street. People gave me food. I found safe places to sleep, on doorways, and read the Bible in libraries during the day. Nobody bothered me. I told the
police that I was a woman who preferred to live on the streets.... Out on the streets I
found my sense of honor again. I couldn't take working with secretaries, hearing of all
their infidelities. I'm more comfortable sitting in a lounge with a bunch of street people,
with their raggy clothes, than with a bunch of secretaries or professionals. I could find
more distance living in the streets than if I were to remain a secretary. Now that I'm
pushing 40, though, I'm starting to talk with more people.

For a long time, Alice said, it was as if "civilization" was "sympathetic"
to her problems. But then "they" that is, the police, psychiatrists, social
workers-started to treat her badly by forcing her to take medications,
confining her in psychiatric hospitals, and requiring her to heed the edicts
of psychiatric and legal institutions. "Lower-enders like myself get the
brunt of it," she once told me.
Alice was therefore deeply ambivalent about staying in the shelter:
while it provided more comfort and companionship than she found on the
street, it also put her under the power and authority of the state's mental
health bureaucracy. "You know," she said in rushing up to greet me one
day, "they put me into a hospital and forced me to take meds. They're just
monsters. They won't leave me alone. They'll probably take me to court to
force me to take meds, and they'll win."
"What do the meds do?" I asked.
"All they do is make me stuff myself with food. They're supposedly to
heal my supposed illnesses."
A few minutes later, after detailing her impoverished financial situation and steady misfortunes, she turned to me and asked, "Don't you
think I'd be a good candidate for welfare?"
Alice had stopped taking medications a few weeks before, and soon beto
gan spend her days in a withdrawn state, sitting with her hands curled
around her knees and nodding her head repetitively. Staff members who
worked in the shelter later told me that, after she "partially disrobed" in
public, they sent her to a hospital where she was forced to take anti-psychotic medications. The use of pharmaceuticals was particularly troublesome for Alice because she was a faithful follower of Mary Baker Eddy's
Christian Science, which prohibits the use of medications. Around this
time she showed me a passage from the Bible's Tenth Psalm, a passage that,
she said, was "exactly" about what was happening in her life:
Their mouths are filled with cursing and deceit and oppression;
under their tongues are mischief and iniquity.
They sit in ambush in the villages;
in hiding places they murder the innocent.
Their eyes stealthily watch for the helpless;
they lurk in secret like a lion in its covert;
they lurk that they may seize the poor;
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they seize the poor and drag them off in their net.
The hapless are crushed, sink down, and fall by their might.

Alice eventually left the shelter to occupy the doorfronts and side
streets of Harvard Square. The last time I saw her was in 1993; she was sitting in a storefront, close to a guitar-playing folk singer, nodding her head.
Of the many issues worth noting in Alice's accounts of her life, of
particular interest here is the way in which a set of characterizations of
self and other animated how she made sense of her life, and how others
made sense of her. Alice's words variably cast her as "estranged from society"; as a once happy, honorable, independent street dweller; as a religious devotee; as a "lower-ender"; as a good candidate for welfare; as a
person more comfortable around "street people" than "professionals"; and
as one of the hapless, innocent poor, seized, caged, and crushed by the
mighty. These self-characterizations took form in relation to another set
of depictions, wherein, for Alice, a run of abusive parents, infidel secretaries, charitable donors, and oppressive "monsters" of the state acted in
ways that greatly influenced how she herself acted. At the same time, others in her life came to understand and know her in ways that further
influenced her life. She was deemed an unfit mother, and her child was
taken from her. Diagnosed as psychotic, she was confined to a psychiatric
hospital and forced to take medications. Certain actions of hers, such as
disrobing in public, unintentionally indexed for some a psychotic, incompetent mind. Alice, in turn, contested these typifications and advanced the
idea that her illnesses were merely "supposed." "I was mentally abused,"
she once told me, "but I am not mentally ill."
The lives and identities of others who, like Alice, bedded down in the
shelter were similarly patterned by complex folds of characterizations and
counter-characterizations, for residents and staff alike were engaged, both
explicitly and subliminally, with different ideas and formations of human
identity and agency in their dealings with others. At times relatively blunt
representations were involved, as some features of Alice's life suggest. Yet
just as often, quite subtle, easy-to-overlook intimations took form in the
fast-paced positionings and assessments of everyday life. On occasion it
was difficult not to conclude that a conscious intentionality was behind
certain characterizations. At other times, identifications appeared to
emerge out of the discursive space between social interlocutors, with
meanings sometimes resulting more from how words were heard than
from how they were perhaps intended to be heard.
Many of the particulars of this sometimes dizzying hall of mirrors tied
into the social and political dynamics of shelter life. Those staying in the
shelter typically lived amidst the authority and judgmental gaze of various
staff members, case workers, and psychiatrists. They had little political
might of their own, and often had to act in tactical, rhetorical ways in order
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to get something done-be it to bum a cigarette, borrow a few dollars, be
alone for a spell, make adjustments on their medications, get on the good
side of staff, or avoid being displaced onto the streets or into a psychiatric
hospital.3 In this power-ridden context, shelter residents were commonly
portrayed by others in highly influential and consequential ways. Yet residents themselves tried at times to portray themselves in ways that could
effect some change in their life situation. Many of their own presentations
of self developed in tactical, rhetorical response to the dominant imageries
effected by others. The depictions of self and other that could occur in this
locally constituted world of meaning and action (which itself entailed a
diffuse set of ethnopragmatic sensibilities) involved not simply different
identities but, rather, distinct, culturally honed ideas about how personhood might be configured.

AND
CHARACTERS
OFINDIVIDUALS
In thinking about these shape-shifting configurations of personhood,
I have found the work of philosopher Amelie Rorty especially helpful. In a
1976 paper, Rorty argues that modern concepts of a person entail distinct
strands of thought that can be traced back to societal and literary notions
of "characters,"

"figures," "persons," "selves," "individuals,"

and "pres-

ences."4 Each of these notions entails "layers and accretions of usages"
that have developed through time and contribute to certain perspectives
on human agency. To quote Rorty:
Charactersare delineated; their traits are sketched; they are not presumed to be
strictly unified. They appearin novels by Dickens, not those by Kafka.Figuresappear
in cautionary tales, exemplary novels and hagiography. They present narratives of
types of lives to be imitated. Selves are possessors of their properties. Individuals are
centers of integrity; their rights are inalienable. Presences are descendants of souls;
they are evoked rather than represented, to be found in novels by Dostoyevsky, not
those by Jane Austen. [1976:302]

Several of these culturally and historically constituted notions can be
discerned in how selfhood took form in the shelter
For one, many residents took the form, intentionally or not, of wholly
unique "individuals." As Rorty notes, individuals actively resist typing:
they often represent the "unique private voice" (1976:315). Invented "as
a preserve of integrity, an autonomous ens" that might resist and transcend what is binding and oppressive in society, individuals have in the
20th century become the mark of extremely differentiated and isolated
consciousnesses (1976:315). As she puts it,
The rugged indomitable survivors of hardships, the upright representative of social
equality against the viciousness of social selves, the members of the Kingdom of Ends,
Daniel Boone, and Thoreau, figures of moral endurance, have become Molloy and
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Malone, monologues describing the wintry ending, the fading of the northern light....
In the swirl of achieving individuality, the styles of speech flow loose, fall apart.
[1976:313-318]

In the shelter, both the earlier and later forms of individuality took
root in many lives. Some of Alice's words, for instance, suggest that she
thought of herself as an "individual" at times: as a unique and autonomous
individual, encroached upon by the mandates and infidelities of a corrupt
society, who maintained her sense of honor and moral righteousness by
resisting such encroachments. The actions of others could similarly convey that they were fighting a desperate battle against an oppressive society
and were somehow managing to endure that battle. Yet some also effected
the aura of utterly private visions and spoke at times in unique, monologic
languages comprehensible to the speaker alone. The individualism, while
highly reflective of American mainstream culture, was so extreme as to be
painful; it got people into trouble at times. People were cast, either through
their actions or the actions of others, as being radically different from
others, and they often found themselves unable to communicate their
thoughts or concerns in understandable terms to others.
Notions of "character" were also quietly but powerfully at work. Before or after coming to the shelter, residents received medical diagnoses
from local psychiatrists, who typically saw their clients for 15 minutes or
so every week or two to evaluate their status and to make any necessary
adjustments in medications. As many residents saw it, psychiatrists tried
to "name" their ailments and "figure out" what was wrong with them. In
so doing, the work of doctors tended to cast residents as distinct "characters," as Rorty uses the term.
The qualities of characters are the predictable and reliable manifestations of their dispositions: and it is by these dispositions that they are identified .... Characters are, by
nature, defined and delineated. If they change, it is because it is in their character to
do so under specific circumstances .... The psychology of character rests in physiology .... The physical constitution of misers or people with choleric or sanguine temperaments will set the ways in which they develop habits under various sorts of social
conditions; within limits, it is their character that determines their responses to social
and environmental conditions, rather than these conditions determining their character. ... To know what sort of character a person is, is to know what sort of life is best
suited to bring out his potentialities and functions .... "To be a character" is to maintain a few qualities, nourish them to excess until they dominate and dictate all others.
[1976:303-307]5

Although psychiatrists got to know some residents as individuals, they
usually knew most of their "clients" (at least at one, professionally dominant, cognitive perspective) as predictable, fixed, and definable characters. In efforts to determine how their patients would act in the present
and future, how they would respond to social and environmental conditions (such as being homeless), and what sort of life best suited them,
psychiatrists tried to identify what character a person was: for example,
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manic-depressive, paranoid schizophrenic, or substance abuser. They
usually did so by drawing upon their clinical expertise and by consulting
the great encyclopedia of modern negative character traits, the American
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, or DSM (American Psychiatric Association 1987, 1994). Many
understood that the residents' crucial character traits were often physiologic at base, or could at least be altered through pharmacological means.
By knowing a person's character, and thus his or her physiologic makeup,
one could alter that makeup to effect changes in that person's personality.
Psychiatrists were generally more successful in identifying those who
could be taken as "characters"-that is, those whose distinct psychological qualities (mania, undue fear, constant drinking, and so forth) dominated and dictated all other personal qualities. But they had names for no
more than a few "illnesses" and did not know what was wrong with some
residents.
Shelter residents spoke of such characterizations in distinct ways,
and in different ways at different times. While many were keenly aware of
the limits of the psychiatric system, they also hoped for a clean diagnosis
and a "name" for what ailed them because, they thought, a diagnosis could
lead to proper treatment. Despite constant trips to psychiatrists, however,
the ailments rarely fit neatly into the categories to be found in the pages
of the DSM.
Many appeared to deny the psychiatrists' characterizations, although
they just as often presented counter-characterizations in making such denials, as when Alice said she was "mentally abused, but not mentally ill."
"I'm not crazy, just defensive," another woman said. "I'm not a nut, just a
man born under circumstances out of his control," explained one man.
Most of those staying in the shelter seemed uncomfortable with the
labels, but still admitted in complex ways to having problems. Others,
however, took their ailments as concrete, singular, and durable "mental
illnesses" rather than as diffuse sets of problems, apparently because this
helped them to attend to the cognitive messiness or to avoid responsibility
for their problems, or because doctors encouraged them to see their problems in that way. Others similarly thought of, or presented, themselves in
terms of a certain character apparently because the traits associated with
that character helped to explain their actions or named what ailed them.
"You see how quickly I get angry?" one woman, who lived in the shelter
for over a year, asked me one day. "Sometimes I yell out at the top of my
voice, or throw things. You can tell I have a mental illness, can't you?" In
other words, you could read her character.
A few, in turn, appeared to rely on psychiatric characterizations for
self-perceived financial reasons. One shelter veteran, for instance, explained to me that, "The psychiatrist wants something from me, and I get
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something out of him." It struck me that he sometimes assumed the role
of a particular character-that of a paranoid schizophrenic-to receive
government benefits and services that came with that identity (notice how
my words suggest yet another characterization of this man-as a self-acknowledged streetwise user of the system).
Many distinguished between those who were thought to be "normal"
and those who had problems; they did not welcome the awkward identity
that came with being considered mentally ill. Most acknowledged that they
were "sick" or had specific problems-such as hearing voices, excessive
nervousness, or feelings of paranoia-but they did not like the idea of being considered "crazy," "schizophrenic," or "psychotic." The difference
lay in the nature of the characterizations. Diffuse problems were seen as
distinct from but combated by oneself, whereas the fixed identity of being
"crazy" was held to be integral to a person's existence. One man, for instance, told me that psychiatrists had described him in his records both
as having a psychosis and as being psychotic. "I have a psychosis," he said,
"because I see things that aren't really there. But psychotic to me means
that you're violent, always lashing out at people. I'm not that way. ... It
kinda hurt to be called a psychotic."
For this man and a few others, the implications were moral: to be
psychotic was to be something less than fully human, without control over
one's actions, and set apart from the social and ethical realities of others.
It came down to a difference between "having" an illness or "being" one
(see Estroff 1993; Estroff et al. 1991). Most found that they fit into the
former category. But since many of their problems involved the disruption
of faculties that most urban Americans would probably take as basic to
human functioning, such as thinking, perceiving, feeling, and speaking,
the problems were unnerving. In the long run, people's stances, which
rested on pervasive cultural understandings of illness and health (including the idea that madness was, in fact, an "illness"), often implied that the
"self' or the "I" with which they identified was somehow separate from
the ailments that plagued them, as if they were saddled with something
"other." Most acknowledged what they took to be the phenomenal aspects
of what ailed them (such as hearing voices or stoppages of thought), but
often appeared ambivalent toward, suspicious of, frightened by, and sometimes downright hostile toward the singular, all-defining characterizations
made by psychiatrists, case managers, and shelter staff. The latter parties
valued the psychiatric classifications because they were useful in determining the most effective plans for treatment. But most residents disliked
the labels, even though many still wanted to name what was wrong with
them.
One reason that people worried over and sought to avoid labels is that
labels were stigmatizing. Many of those who bedded down in the shelter
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would have agreed with Erving Goffman (1963:3) that a stigmatized individual is "reduced in our minds from the whole and usual person to a
tainted, discounted one." One woman, for instance, said she did not want
a "Special Persons" pass for the Boston public transportation system (also
known as a "crazy card") because that would make her "different, not
normal" and "in need of special consideration." Another summed up how
many said they felt. When asked how she liked living in the shelter, she
replied, "Well, I have to be honest. It's not the best, because there's a
stigma that comes with living here, because people think that you've got
something wrong with you." In the long run, residents had little power to
negate or successfully contest such characterizations.
Those staying in the shelter understood well that it served as a way
station for people known to be abnormal. Many said they wanted to leave
the shelter because "crazy" people were living there. More than a few
spoke of their own desires to be considered normal, or simply to be around
"normal people" for stretches of time. One women conveyed the apparent
thoughts of many in telling me that "I want to have normal things, live a
normal life, with normal friends." Such quests for a measure of normalcy
implied the existence of a set of norms and common standards, potential
deviations from those norms, and a broader community of mutual evaluators who minded the norms and ruled on the deviations. As such, the residents' concerns were integral to a specific historical and cultural
configuration in which society-wide ideas of norms, normality, and abnormality were central to how people construed social judgments, legal institutions, issues of health and illness, and notions of morality and
inequality.6 This helps to explain why, for many, it was not simply a question of feeling lousy, of "hearing voices," or of being tainted by or bothered
by others, but one of being characterized as abnormal. Similarly, some
were not necessarily in search of health, wealth, or spiritual redemption.
Rather, they wanted to be normal. To be normal or almost normal was to
pass as "anyone" and go unnoticed in a crowd. To be thought of as "crazy"
was to deviate from the norm, to not measure up, to be singled out, and, if
without substantial resources of one's own, to have to bed down with others who weren't normal. While most fluctuated between feeling normal or
abnormal as they went about their daily routines, the unwelcome and irresolvable presence of the latter characterization in their lives troubled
more than a few.
Nevertheless, the discourse of characters came up repeatedly but quietly in the residents' dealings with staff, for character traits helped to explain or justify people's actions and dispositions. Indeed, since being
"mentally ill" was the main criteria for being able to stay in the shelter,
some residents understood that they had to remain "crazy" in order to
hold onto their beds. One man, for instance, told me that he was worried
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that one day people might prematurely say to him, "You'renot so crazy so
you can't live here [anymore]." I doubted that people pretended to be
crazy or played up their perceived illnesses in any significant ways. But
they still knew that only people characterized as mentally ill could stay in
the shelter. And while the words of staff members often invoked psychiatric characterizations when staff members were trying to assess or predict
the behavior of specific residents, staff members occasionally questioned
whether or not some played up their illnesses in order to assure a bed in
the shelter. Intimations of madness thus involved a set of countervailing
assessments and positionings, making for a subtle wealth of inflections to
be heard in an offhand statement like, "You'recausing me to have a schizophrenic reaction!" which is what one woman said to a psychiatric nurse
and staff member one afternoon when the nurse repeatedly tried to get her
to do something. The presumed presence of "mental illness" in such cases
could appear to have less to do with neural (mis)firings than with manifestations of meaning in a complex social field of voicings and listenings.

FIGURES
OFMADNESS
AND
ABJECTION
The doubly pragmatic aspects of self-characterization in the shelter,
in which words and actions did things on their own in the engagements of
everyday discourse, as much as practically minded people did things with
words, also played themselves out in terms of another, usually fainter but
still potent, set of discourses on personhood. These discourses, which
powerfully influenced how shelter residents acted and thought of themselves, commonly took form outside the shelter, in the world at large. To
wit, the representations of many journalists, politicians, and films cast the
homeless as negative "figures."
Rorty holds that:
Figures are defined by their place in an unfolding drama; they are not assigned roles
because of their traits, but rather have the traits of their prototypes in myth or sacred
script. Figures are characters writ large, become figureheads . . . their roles and their
traits emerge from their place in an ancient narrative. The narration, the plot, comes
first: it requires a hero, a betrayer, a lover, a messenger, a confidant. [1976:307]

Although figures are allegorical, they are also fully embodied, vivid, and
realized. "But far from being individuating," Rorty suggests, "these traits
run true to type, even in their concreteness and specificity" (1976:307).
Figures include the biblical personages of Christian dramas-the pilgrim,
the tempter, the savior, the innocent-and revolutionary heroes (1976:
307-309).
Figures also presently include the homeless, at least as portrayed in
the media. In journalistic accounts, the homeless are often characters
writ large, serving as figureheads of despondency, vagrancy, insobriety,
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madness, or moral failure. Consider, for instance, one journalist's description of an encounter with a woman during a nighttime survey of the streets
of Boston:
An old woman, her hair whipped wildly about her head, lay cocooned in an orange
sleeping bag ... shielded ever so slightly against the frigid December night .... "Move
on, move on," she bellowed, her voice echoing against the vast brick buildings in the
quiet of midnight. She mumbled something about "sick blood" and clutched her meager belongings. [Boston Globe 1992]

The unruly hair is a classical sign of madness, as are the paranoid,
incomprehensible mumblings.
Another article, published in 1987, describes a youth living in the
State Service Building where I later conducted fieldwork as "a small man,
24 years old, with eyes like nails and the bones of a sparrow.... The hands
fold and unfold on the wooden table, revealing inch-long fingernails-thin,
dirty claws" (Jahnke 1987:132). The sparrow bones and unkempt claws
speak of animality and potential violence.
The plot comes first in such vignettes: a wintry survey requires a
woman so crazed that she banishes a chance to engage with others, and
an article on the madness of mental health care requires a figure of madness proper. Such figures are at once allegorical and fully embodied (wildly
whipped hair, bird-like claws). In general, the traits run true to type: as
with Alice's depiction of "street people, with their raggy clothes," the bag
lady, the runaway youth, and the homeless vet so often portrayed through
media images are rarely individuated, even if they are endowed with two
or three physical details. Yet whereas biblical and hagiographic figures are,
by definition, exemplary idealizations, to be read as "inspirational models
to be imitated, to guide lives and choices" (Rorty 1976:308), homeless
figures are presented negatively, as models to be avoided, and thus as illustrations of the value of other ways of being. Their roles and their traits
emerge from their place in ancient narratives. They are descendants of
witches, old hags, tramps, drunks, beggars, mendicants, and madmen.
Yet discourses of figures were double-edged in and around the shelter,
for the actions of residents occasionally involved the imagery of figures
when those people interacted with the public, particularly when those that
panhandled did so on the city's streets. When asking for money, these folks
could signal (often in very subtle and perhaps unintended ways) the outward appearance of an honorable veteran, a needy but peaceful crazy person, or an earnest woman down on her luck. Among other things, the art
of panhandling could require a presence of being that built on the stigmata
of poverty, need, and despondency, such as a sullen pitch, ragged clothes,
or dirty skin and hair. The timing was crucial: in the seconds that it took
a pedestrian to pass, there was not enough time for a distinct character,
let alone a fully realized person, to take form. Tried and true allegorical
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figures, however, could quickly effect sentiments of concern, pity, or
moral obligation among passers-by. These sentiments could then induce
ritualized, archetypal scenes of almsgiving, comradery, or redemption
(thereby triggering positive counterfigures of almsgiver, comrade, or redeemer). Yet since the pitches for money could also effect feelings of fear
or contempt, some types (such as "mental patient" or pregnant woman)
worked better than others (such as degenerate drunk). The trick was to
intimate the heartfelt misfortunes of homelessness without sparking sentiments of disgust or horror.
People also tried at times to avoid association with anyone whose
presence or actions might complicate the idea of earnest need. One day,
for instance, while dressed in office clothes I ran into a man who sometimes stayed in the shelter. He was bumming for money in Harvard Square
while sitting on a concrete curb along the perimeter of a savings bank. He
jingled a few coins in a styrofoam cup as he asked passers-by for "spare
change." He spotted me walking up and said hello. I returned the greeting
and sat down next to him on the curb. "It's a small world, a small world,"
he said, then looked at my clothes and the space between us and said with
a wave of his hand: "Don't sit so close to me, okay? You can sit a bit further
down, but not right here. Nobody's gonna give me money if they see me
sitting next to you!" I moved away a few feet and we spoke for a few minutes. Throughout the conversation the man kept his eye on the passing
crowd. Every so often he would pitch for "spare change," but had little luck
while I was there. When it came to the performance of homelessness, you
had to mind the company you kept.

THE
AND
DISSOLUTION
RECONSTITUTION
OFPERSONS
Day in, day out, the words and actions of shelter residents, in dialogue
with the words and actions of others, engaged a host of ways of thinking
about their lives. Given the politics of life in the shelter, rhetorical effectiveness was usually more important than consistency. People continuously shape-shifted in this untidy, institutional world of conversational
pitches and counterpitches. Indeed, some switched in the span of a conversation from one discourse to another, and so from one orientation to
time and agency to another. Alice, for example, advanced a libertarian
discourse of individuality when she told me that the leviathan "monsters"
put her into a hospital and forced her to take drugs. She then evoked a
society-based discourse of personal rights and privileges in asking if I
thought she would be a good candidate for welfare.
That latter suggestion tied into another significant discourse-that of
persons. Specifically, shelter residents sometimes faced a dissolution of
personhood when they lived on the streets, and a state-encouraged
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reconstitution of personhood when they stayed in the shelter. Most of
those who, like Alice, spent weeks or months on end on "the street" before
coming to the shelter found that life there was a life of isolation, fear,
loneliness, and disrespect. Many shelter residents spent much of their time
on the streets alone and reported that they just did not talk to anyone
there. One man, who felt "alone" on the streets, said that they were "hard
to take." He slept under bridges and "hid" for a week in a hole that he
camouflaged with leaves and cardboard. "There's no one to talk to. It's
scary," he noted. Others found shelter under bridges, in abandoned warehouses, or in empty trains, where they could sleep or hide from others.
Most residents found that people were negated and reduced by prolonged exposure to the street. Julie Mason, a young African American
woman who lived on the streets for a couple weeks before arriving at the
shelter, said that the isolation could snuff out a person's will to talk to and
be with others. "People in the street don't talk to anybody," she told me:
A part of you dies on the street. Your spirit dies. You lose the wanting to live inside;
also, the wanting to talk with someone. That part dies too.... Once you're outside, you
can't come back inside. You can never be the same, or talk or live inside [again] ....
The street is tough. You lose everything but a sense of survival.

The social and linguistic isolation pressed on street dwellers helps to
explain why some lost the desire to talk with others. Since dwelling on the
street can mean months of living on the margins of language and sociability, some found it difficult to return to living "inside." A person's very
nature changes, particularly one's capacity for communicating with others. The longer people live on the streets, I came to understand, the less
they live as social beings.
Life on the streets can come close to causing a civil death, in which
people cease to be fully social human beings. If we follow dictionary definitions and take "personhood" to mean the state of being a socially recognized and engaged human being, acknowledged by law as the subject of
rights and duties, with a distinct character or "personae," and the bearer
of faculties of communication, reason, and moral judgment, then it is evident that for many residents the streets diminish a sense of personhood.
As Grace Harris (1989:604) notes, in societies throughout the world personhood can be "bestowed or removed, confirmed or disconfirmed, declared or denied." The personhood of those staying on the streets of Boston
could often be disconfirmed and denied. There was surely a sense of selfhood-of a reflexive, embodied "I"-but that self was sometimes stripped
of the social, moral, and linguistic connotations inherent in mainstream
American ideas of personhood.
One strand of this depersonalization involved the way in which others
looked upon street dwellers. In his essay on the Balinese cockfight, Clifford
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Geertz writes of how, when he and his wife first began fieldwork in Bali,
their Balinese neighbors treated them as if they were "not there."
For them, and to a degree to ourselves, we were nonpersons, specters, invisible men ...
people seemed to look right through us with a gaze focused several yards behind us on
some more actual stone or tree. Almost nobody greeted us; but nobody scowled or said
anything unpleasant to us either, which would have been almost as satisfactory.
[1973:412]

The homeless can face a similar kind of inattention in American cities. In
trying to skirt any engagement, pedestrians often disregard panhandlers
or street dwellers, treating them as shadowy untouchables to be overlooked.7 The inattention, which can come close to a lasting, ritualized
excommunication, can add to a dweller's sense of being a ghostly nonperson, absent and silent in the world of others. This dynamic must be disturbing and dissonant for those who face it. While one readily takes oneself
to be a fully ordained person, that assumption can be checked by the actions or inactions of others, leading to a situation in which an individual
can become, paradoxically, "a person of no existence."8
Whereas the streets often eroded a sense of personhood among many
of those who later bedded down in the shelter, the shelter worked in fundamental ways to reconstitute that sense. Rorty notes:
The idea of a person is the idea of a unified center of choice and action, the unit of legal
and theological responsibility. Having chosen, a person acts, and so is actionable, liable.... Since they choose from their natures or are chosen by their stories, neither
characters nor figures need to be equipped with a will, not to mention a free will....
Characters can be arranged along a continuum of powers and gifts, but personhood is
an all-or-none attribution. It is the formation of intention rather than the habits of
action which are crucial to the moral education of a person. [1976:309-311; see also
Rorty 1987]

The shelter, which implicitly took its guests as persons-in-the-making, was far from being the depersonalizing nightmare that many homeless
shelters are made out to be. Yet, as Foucault (1965, 1977) hinted, sometimes the most humane forms of care are the ones most invested with
power.
The production of personhood entailed a great deal. The state wanted
their charges to become unified centers of choice and action, intending
and acting in an autonomous, responsible manner. Through a range of
interactions, instructions, and advice, they encouraged shelter residents
to act independently, of their own volition, and in an autonomous, responsible, and reasonable manner. The implied transformations (not always
successfully engaged) were as much moral and economic in spirit as they
were medical or therapeutic. The ultimate success of this moral education-which would, in the best scenario, coincide with living successfully
on one's own-was signaled, in the ideal, by the complete internalization of
these principles, such that residents would become, despite their ailments,
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rational, fully realized, and economically self-sufficient persons in the society at large.9
Yet the actions of shelter residents also entailed the stuff of personhood. Since acting in ways that the staff deemed appropriate was an effective way to get on good terms with staff, people tended to adopt for
practical and rhetorical reasons the ideas of responsibility, autonomy, accountability, rationality, and judgment that staff members encouraged in
their person-making work. In general, and though I doubt they would ever
say it in so many words, many residents tried to act in autonomous, rational, responsible, and sincere ways-and thus assumed the garb of personhood-in order to be judged in a good light. They often invoked a sense
of personhood for rhetorical reasons.10
Residents also sometimes advanced the other main strand fused in
the concept of person: the person as a bearer of inalienable legal and moral
rights. They apparently did so in order to be taken seriously, to be treated
with respect, or to be heard out when the situation called for it. Staff members also took the concept of rights quite seriously. (The staff member
designated as the shelter's "Human Rights Officer," for instance, considered any situations in which someone's rights might have been violated.)
Consequently, invocations of personhood could be very effective. In turn,
some occasionally adopted the staffs emphasis on the person as a responsible and autonomous agent in order to invoke the idea of a person as a
bearer of inalienable rights. The argument went something like this: if I act
independently and responsibly in, say, getting an apartment, then I, as a
person with certain rights and privileges, should not be prevented from
doing as I please, within reason, once I get that apartment. But since the
one strand of notions of personhood often implied the other, staff could
throw the argument back at their charges in ways that conveyed the paternalistic message, "If you want to be treated like a person, then act like
one."

WITH
FEELING
TODOTHINGS
ORHOW
SELFHOOD
INTIMATED,
People's words and actions also often evoked a sense of selfhood-a
sense, that is, of an embodied, feeling, thinking, possibly suffering individuated consciousness.11 In many situations, selfhood implied feeling,
and acts of feeling implied the presence of a self. A great deal of talk involved comments on or indications of states of feeling: "I just feel
wretched. I really do," announced one woman at a group meeting; "Stop
writing Bob, you're making me nervous," one man playfully pleaded with
me, as I was taking notes one evening. Although I did not keep count, overt
references to feelings seemed more numerous in the shelter than in most
other contexts. The high frequency of intimations of emotions had a lot to
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do with the fact that shelter life evolved around therapeutic care. Niko
Besnier points out that "in probably all speech communities, emotions can
be described (for example, I hate him), although such overt avowals in the
first person are likely to be associated with rather marked situations. More
commonly, emotions are alluded to, and the decoding task is a process of
'reading off complex covert messages" (1990:428). One uncommonly
marked situation, Besnier notes, is the therapeutic encounter, where feelings are often the focus of talk, and "emotion-labelling, emotion-term
glossing, and negotiations of the meaning of emotion terms" (1990:432)
are common activities.12 In the therapeutic surroundings of the shelter,
the staff encouraged talk about emotions and the vagaries of distress. Residents, in turn, commonly spoke of feeling depressed, nervous, anxious,
fearful, moody, sad, wretched, hopeless, tired out, excited, hyper, hopped
up, numb-or of not feeling anything at all.13 They also spoke in equally
affective terms of desperate, rambling, lost minds, or of the general quality
of their lives. Feelings were also indicated through a range of semiotic
actions and paralinguistic signals, such as a slow walk, a lowered head, or
words uttered slowly or without affect. Through these actions and utterances, ideas of "selfhood"-that is, of a reflecting, feeling, thinking, doubting "I"-were invoked intentionally or unintentionally. These ideas often
carried a different phenomenal and moral force than ideas of character,
figure, or personhood did, for an embodied, possibly suffering subject was,
for many, palpably at stake.
Announcements or glimmers of felt sensation, and thus of an embodied self, could carry a great deal of rhetorical force, in large part because
of the almost unquestionable nature of felt sensation. In a 1992 essay,
"Glossing Emotions," Vincent Crapanzano distinguishes between the experience of emotions (a sensation of pain or joy), the expression of emotions (a laugh, a shrug, a cry), and the glossing of emotions ("I am angry
at you"). In considering the rhetorical use of glossings, he finds:
Fromthe point of view of our dominantlinguisticideology,wordsand propositionsthat
gloss emotions derive their rhetoricalforce fromtheir putativereferentiality.They are
thought to refer to, denote, describe, and signify a particular state of affairs: the emotion being experienced. It is the existence of this state of affairs, this emotion, their
truth value, as it were, that gives such words their rhetorical power. [1992:232]

Although glossings are referential or symbolic of emotions, they are, for
many, imbued with an immediate indexicality. Much as smoke points to
fire, so first-person declarations of feeling often point unquestionably to
felt emotions. It is therefore difficult to question the truth and sincerity of
such glossings.
Crapanzano does not really go into why glossings of emotion so often
go unquestioned. There is undoubtedly a lot involved, including the assumed sincerity of first-person testimonies and the pragmatic import of
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emotional revelations in the modern West. One reason they tended to go
unquestioned in the shelter was that bodily and psychological states and
processes-prime components of selfhood among many Americans-carried a great deal of moral, ontic, and epistemic weight. Given the understood reality of the body and the significance and diagnostic value of
sensorial or affective states, it was difficult for staff or others to ignore
glossings of such states. Indeed, I believe residents said "I feel sad" more
often than "I am sad" because the former phrasing underscored the selffelt, sensorial qualities of the "I"at hand.
Whatever the reason for the efficacy of first-person glossings of feeling, residents often drew on them to great effect in talking to others or to
themselves. "I'm nervous. [So] I need a smoke," Eva said to herself one
day. The logic, because it involved the justifying force of a self-felt sensation, was indisputable-at least to her. The use of an implicit conjunction
like "so" or "therefore" followed other glosses. The perlocutionary grammar often went, "I feel x now [so do or do not y]," with x being a certain
idiom of feeling, and y a type of activity: "I feel lousy [so do not talk to
me]"; "I feel wretched [so please do not talk about money]"; "You'remaking me nervous [so stop writing]."
Such a rhetoric of self-felt feeling, which typically held sway over any
moral, religious, or economic rationales, tied into the nature of agency in
the shelter: residents usually got things done through indirect, left-handed
means (see Desjarlais 1996, 1997). Indeed, the glossings were valuable and
valid tools for people with little power. They were effective, perhaps the
most effective, ways to explain or justify certain actions or to persuade
others to act (or not to act) in certain ways. Sometimes it appeared that
residents alluded to how they felt in order to evoke sympathy or concern,
to get someone to tend to their problems, or simply to get someone to
listen to them. Sometimes they appeared to do so in order not to talk to
people: "I'm in a bad mood, okay?" one man said to me in what I took to
be implied attempt to get me to stop talking to him, much as another once
told me that he could not "talk now" because his lithium level was "not
balanced." Most often the glossings involved pragmatically complex and
hard-to-categorize pitches, as when one man told the psychiatric nurse on
duty one evening that he did not want to take his medications because
they made him feel "lousy."
Residents would often approach the staff and report on how they were
feeling. The interactions that followed from these reports tied into the
modalities of care and exchange central to life in the shelter. Staff members were on guard for signs of undue pain, distress, or trouble. Residents
made use of this vigilance, for they understood, in ways that were not
necessarily conscious, that they could get things (including comfort, attention, care, and a measure of safety) through displays of fear, pain,
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nervousness, distress, and ailments. Day by day, intimations of sensation
and selfhood were effected, listened to, acknowledged, or ignored in the
shelter. Expressions of "nervousness" and the like, along with the facts of
selfhood that such expressions usually implied, were often politically motivated; they had a rhetorical air to them from the start. An implicit irony,
then, was that, while the displays were effective largely because they
pointed to conditions understood to be truly personal, the grounds for
those sentiments were, in fact, often profoundly social and transactional
in nature.14

SHAPE-SHIFTING
The various discourses just outlined include some of the more obvious, categorical, and outwardly "intended" ones that occurred during my
visits to the shelter. Most often, intimations of personhood and selfhood
took form in ways that were at once oblique, mixed, fleeting, and dialogic.
Be that as it may, the kind of positionings that can be detected in both
subtle and self-evident instances speak to general reflections on selfhood
in anthropology and other disciplines. Ever since Descartes, who found
that subjective consciousness was the "sticking point" of modern philosophy (1984[1641]:16), psychologists, philosophers, and social theorists
have tried to work out ways to think about the nature and construction of
human subjectivity. Anthropologists, as befits their tricksterly role in such
discussions, have consistently underscored the powerful role of culture.
Thinkers as diverse as Mauss (1985[1938]), Hallowell (1955), and Geertz
(1973) have posited that different cultural formations entail different conceptions of self and personhood. More recent ethnographies confirm such
assessments. But many of these works also argue against the idea that a
culture implies a single, dominant conception of selfhood (the Ojibwa self,
the Moroccan self, and so on) in contending that we all invoke and apply
to ourselves and others a range of different, culturally patterned conceptions.
In a recent article, Katherine Ewing argues, for instance, that "in all
cultures people can be observed to project multiple, inconsistent self-representations that are context-dependent and may shift rapidly" (1990:
251). Her argument, which takes as its evidence the somewhat contradictory presentations of selfhood put forth by a young Pakistani woman (such
as a dutiful daughter, or a clever "politician"), has the important merit of
getting beyond static, reductionistic portraits of a culture's characteristic
concept of self by suggesting that people draw upon different cultural representations of selfhood when talking to themselves or to others. Such a
perspective both fuels and follows from an emerging paradigm in psychological anthropology and other disciplines that assumes, as Tanya Lurhmann
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puts it in conveying the gist of this perspective, that "there is no unitary,
simple, coherent, entity which is selfhood; there are persons purposefully
acting according to various notions of their selves" (1996:209).15
The business of personhood in the shelter accords with these ideas
calls
for further considerations. The first of these relates to one of
yet
Amelie Rorty's points: that different discourses of personal identity and
agency (such as that of "character" or "figure"in contemporary American
and European societies) are often subliminally at work. Senses of "personhood" or "selfhood" are not pre-given in any situation; founded on complex webs of political, social, and linguistic forces, they can be echoed,
agreed upon, contested, denied, reworked, or invoked for rhetorical purposes. At the same time, it is not just a question of the kind of "person"
that one appears as; ideas of "personhood" or "character" themselves
carry a great deal of social and ideological weight. They must therefore
come under question and be understood to result from particular historical and cultural heritages.
As it is, one of the most significant but unstated aspects of a pragmaticist approach to selfhood is that such an approach can itself imply a set of
culturally and ideologically patterned orientations to human agency and
psychology. A statement like, "There are persons purposefully acting," for
example, connotes a great deal, including the capitalist-honed assumption
that there are individuated "persons" who act purposefully and forthrightly (indeed, the shelter staff would have very much liked to have seen
their charges act in this way). While it is clear that many people do act in
purposeful or highly pragmatic ways, we need to bear in mind the possibility that it is not simply human nature or general psychological dynamics
that lead them to do so but, rather, an interlocking set of cultural, political,
and psychosocial forces. These forces must always be kept in mind when
anthropologists try to account for a person's or a people's ways of acting
and thinking.
Another related feature of such a model is that it usually presumes
that people act of their own accord: that self-made men and self-making
women define and characterize themselves (and thus have the power to
define and characterize) much more than others define and characterize
them. This was far from the case in the shelter, for those who stayed in the
shelter were personified in profound ways by various authorities. Many of
their own presentations of self developed in tactical, rhetorical response
to these identifications; complaints, declarations, and panhandling stints
often employed the dominant imageries cultivated by others.
Acts of this kind underscore the fact that representations of selfhood
do not simply accord with or "depend"on a specific context. They can invoke
a context or a field of social interactions, as when the figure of an earnest
panhandler sets up a frame of interactions founded on an archetypal scene
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of beggar and almsgiver (see Duranti and Goodwin 1992). Significantly,
such invocations can just as often be triggered unintentionally, as when a
repetitively nodding head signals to someone that someone is crazy. Identities develop in large part through engagements with the words, actions,
responses, and typifications of others. They result as much, if not more,
from how others make sense of someone's actions as they do from the
actions themselves. Any invocations of personhood are rooted in pragmatic effects and engagements in a particular social world.
Whether intentional or unintentional, explicit or subliminal, through
one's own hand or through the actions of others, such invocations and
assessments often tie into pressing political concerns; politics is often
prior to and feeds into psychology. Such caveats call for a retuning of a
universalist, "in all cultures" stand, for it is likely that some people (such
as a young, politically marginal Pakistani woman, or a middle-aged homeless woman deemed to be crazy) need to rely on multiple, shifting representations more than others.16 In the shelter the tricksterly,
seize-the-moment stances required of residents led them to present themselves in myriad ways, whereas the staff in this situation could usually rely
on strategies of consistency and sameness. Shape-shifting was a political
endeavor.
Within this localized world of meaning and action, then, Alice and
other shelter residents were culturally constituted, semiotically mediated,
and institutionally stamped human beings who, primed for conversational,
rhetorical stances toward the world, thought and reacted in creative, tactical, shape-shifting ways. Interauditors as well as interlocutors, assemblages of voices responsive to the voicings of others, people were complex,
changeable, and contradictory. Yet there were limits to what they could
change or invoke; many continued to hear voices and live in poverty. The
main sense of selfhood that comes through all this is a decidedly practical,
worldly, rhetorical one. It is quite suited to the makeshift margins of a
capitalist state. While we might detect similar themes in our own lives or
want to apply this sketch of personhood in places like Kansas or New
Guinea, we can do so only with caution. Other political economies and
other realities imply other ways of being. Yet the method of inquiry
sketched here-an admittedly pragmatic approach that takes into consideration the employment of distinct discourses of personal identity-might
help us to account for the makings of subjects in other places.
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NOTES
Acknowledgments. The research for this article, conducted in 1991 and 1992 while I was
a NIMHpostdoctoral research fellow in the Department of Social Medicine at Harvard Medical School (Grant #MH1-8006), was linked to the McKinney Research Demonstration Project at Boston directed by Stephen Goldfinger, M.D. This article benefited from advice from
the project's ethnographic team-Norma Ware, Joshua Breslau, Tara AvRuskin, and Byron
Good-and from comments by two anonymous reviewers. Theresa O'Nell and Tracy
McGarry helped me to think through the article's analysis and presentation. An eal!ier version of the article was presented in 1997 at the Biennial Meeting of the Society for Psychological Anthropology in San Diego, California, where I received instructive comments from
Donald Brenneis and Vincent Crapanzano. Thanks are also due to the shelter's residents
and staff.
1. To attend to the pragmatic aspects of human identities and meanings, then, is to attend to the social uses and "real-world" effects of utterances and actions in specific, culturally informed situations (see the introduction by Desjarlais and O'Nell to this volume).
2. Much of my research, conducted from March 1991 to August 1992, involved a kind of
"participant-conversation" in the daily life of the shelter and its surroundings several afternoons and evenings each week. Because I could not, and did not want, to use a tape recorder, and structured interviews made both residents and staff uncomfortable, I spent
much of my time hanging about, observing events and interactions, listening to and entering
into conversations, and then immediately finding a place to write down the content of these
exchanges.
Much of the ethnographic data and a few of the analytic arguments in this paper are developed more thoroughly-and related to other aspects of life in the shelter-in Desjarlais
1997.
3. See Desjarlais 1994, 1996, and 1997 for details on the social and political dynamics of
shelter living and the forms of agency, language, and subjectivity that they often entailed.
4. See Abelmann 1997 for a differently rendered anthropological application of Rorty's
perspective.
5. See also Crapanzano 1992:91-112, which offers a relatively pragmatic approach to the
discursive means and methods of "self-characterization."
6. See Ewald 1991, which refers to this kind of configuration as the "normative society."
7. This can especially be the case with those perceived as being mentally ill. Many city
dwellers do not want to associate with people talking to themselves or in apparent disarray,
and so employ what Irvine Welsh, the author of Trainspotting, calls "that special talent
people have: pretending nutters are invisible" (1993:326). Many of those thought to be crazy
are thus assigned against their will the role of the untouchable or its North American equivalent, the unspeakable: someone, that is, to whom you should not talk or respond.
8. "MargaretMullins," a woman in her sixties who had been homeless for 22 years, told
Melissa Shook (1992) something of her life, mentioning that, among other things, she had
"been harassed by punks, beaten by the police, and humiliated-a person of no existence."
9. Robert Barrett similarly finds that the central objective of treatment in a psychiatric
hospital in Australia "was to transform a case of schizophrenia into a person who could be
held responsible for his or her actions" (1996:144). Personhood, in that context, chiefly
involved the idea of a self-contained moral being invested with volition, responsibility, selfcontrol, and unity of consciousness (1996:272-307).
10. See Desjarlais 1996 and 1997 for more detailed accounts of the performative rhetoric
of personhood among shelter residents.
11. My definition of selfhood, which is more in line with anthropological understandings
of selfhood in general, differs from the one advanced by Amelie Rorty (1976), who primarily
sees "selves" as "possessors of their properties."
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12. See also Jenkins 1991 and 1994 for important inquiries into the tricky conceptual
issues involved in the study of the intersubjective aspects of emotion and feeling in the lives
of people considered to be mentally ill.
13. Shelter residents and staff did not draw any sharp distinctions between "emotions"
and "feeling" in their everyday lives. See Jenkins 1994:319-320 for similar observations in a
different context, and on the conceptual problems that arise when researchers overdraw
differences between ideas of "feeling" and of "emotion."
14. Crapanzano (1992:231-232) makes a similar point in his discussion of the rhetoric
invocation of emotion in general.
15. Tanya Lurhmann herself observes that the "route to authenticity" adopted by a
young Parsi woman attending school at HIarvard(as well as other elite South Asians living in
a postcolonial world) is "to continually reinvent herself through sequentially identifying
with contradictory narrative self-descriptions, while simultaneously learning to treat them
as just that: narratives to be manipulated" (1996:203). Robert Jay Lifton (1993), in turn,
finds that the modern self is a "protean" one that is fluid, resilient, and multifaceted, while
Kenneth Gergen (1991) concludes that contemporary Western selves are "saturated" with a
multiplicity of expectations, roles, points of view, and lines of communication.
16. Ashis Nandy gets at a similar idea in suggesting that the "strategy of survival" of Indians in the face of British colonialism partly lies in their culture's demand "that a certain
permeability of boundaries be maintained in one's self-image and that the self be not defined
too tightly or separated mechanically from the not-self" (1983:107).
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